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Objectives
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Our goals today are to:



Start with accessibility in mind
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Usable, accessible, and beautifully integrated design. How did they accomplish that? Started with accessibility in mind. Robson Square, Vancouver, Canada



Add accessibility later



Ability Awareness



5 Myths about Accessibility
1. Accessibility doesn’t affect many people 
2. Only experts can implement fixes 
3. You don’t have to worry about it until you get a request
4. Accessible design interferes with general design and layout 
5. You are not required to fix because it’s cost prohibitive 
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Helps those beyond the able of “disabled”. Broken links, colors, captioning, unable to hear audioMany fixes are simple and can be implemented when the content is created. Tools available to help. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Going back to “find” the issue can be time consuming. Accessible websites are often unperceivable from inaccessible sites. Sites do not have to be text only to be complaint. Often times I you create an alternate site that is simple, updating it will not be in parallel with the main site. Can be forgotten.  According to the HHS.gov website, the cost to fix the issue must exceed more than 5% of the total HHS discretionary budget.



Ability Awareness Examples
Learning Disabilities

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
Dyslexia

Visual Impairment 
Color Deficiency
Low Vision
Blindness 

Hearing Impairment
Hearing loss
Deafness 

Physical Limitation
Dexterity
Temporary Conditions

CDC Infographic
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ADA of 1990

http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/disabilityandhealth/infographic-disability-impacts-all.html


Visual Impairment: Color Deficiency
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Color deficiency (also called color blindness) affects approximately 1 in 12 men (8%) and 1 in 200 women in the world. This video by SSB Bart Group shows when color contrast testing is important. This was tweeted by @Wethecolorblind. Their tag line “roses are gray, violets are gray…”



Assistive Technology
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Have you ever talked into your phone, used Google, a GPS or Sat Nav, a pair of glasses, or a calculator? These are assistive technologies that the most people without disabilities know and have experience usingAssitive technologies have also been designed specifically to enable and support users with some of the imapriments, disbilities and conditions mentioned in the previous section. These include assistive, adaptive, and rehabilititative devices that may be a piece of equipment, software program, or product system.What comes to mind when we use the term assistive technology? Take a moment to think about types of assistive technology you may have heard of, used, or known people with disabilities to use. How many of these came to mind?Screen reader software, braille terminals, braille keyboards, screen magnification software, speech recognition software, keyboard overlays, mouth sticks, and switches are some common types of assistive technology that may be used for web browsing and interacting with websites.Benefits of ‘inclusive’ Accessible WebsitesHigher conversion: the more users that can understand and access your content the more you are likely to convert.Mobile friendly: accessible websites built to global accessibility standards are primed for responsive layout displays.SEO: Screen readers and other assistive technologies, like Google, can better understand them.SEO: Content layouts are well structured for on page search engine optimisation.Loyal consumers: In a competative web environment with so much competation at stake and so much unaccessible content out there, accessible websites will benefit from the loyalty of a increasingly growing disabled community, accounting for approximately 20% or 1.2 billion people globally.



Screen Readers



Do You Use Accessibility Features?
Closed captions
Screen lighting/color filters
Voice to text 
Predictive text/keyboard shortcuts
Zoom or magnifier
Font adjustments
Visible or vibrating alerts
Safari reader (reduces clutter)
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Technology makes things easier for most of us, but in the case of persons with disabilities it makes things possible (independent living, social interactions, pursue education)But according to Google's accessibility UX researcher Astrid Weber, there are two kinds of disability. There are the people who are permanently disabled, and then there are those who are "situationally disabled." Situational disability can be as serious as a broken arm or as temporary as having your hands full with shopping bags. The point is that all users are situationally disabled on a regular basis, which means that accessibility features are for everyone.



Why Web Accessibility 
Should be a Priority Now
1. The aging population is predicted to triple to 1.5 billion by 

2050

2. 23% of web accessibility-related litigation and settlements 
since 2000 happened in the past three years

3. Mobile screen reader usage has increased by 70%



Know the Guidelines
AODA and WCAG



Accessibility for Ontarians with 
Disabilities Act (AODA)

Customer Service Standard
Information and Communication Standard
Employment Standard
Transportation Standard
Design of Public Spaces Standard
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Enacted June 13, 2005. Deadlines for compliance began January 1, 2010. The AODA give government authority to set monetary penalties to enforce compliance with accessibility standards. The maximum penalties under the AODA include:A corporation/organization that is guilty can be fined up to $100,000 per dayDirectors and officers of a corporation/organization that is guilty can be fined up to $50,000 per dayIn 2017, organizations with 20+ employees will need to file an online compliance report with the government confirming their continued compliance with the AODA. As part of the technical guides on the Accessibility Ontario website, WCAG 2.0 is listed. 



AODA Website Compliance Deadline

Current Requirements:
• New public websites, significantly refreshed websites, and any web 

content posted after January 1, 2014 must meet Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 Level A

Beginning January 1, 2021:
• All public websites and web content posted after January 1, 2012 must 

meet WCAG 2.0 Level AA
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The AODA standards are part of the Integrated Accessibility Standards Regulation (IASR). The IASR includes, in addition to requirements specific to each standard, the following general requirements:provide training to staff and volunteersdevelop an accessibility policycreate a multi-year accessibility plan and update it every five yearsconsider accessibility in procurement and when designing or purchasing self-service kiosks



Do You Also Have a US-facing Website?
6

Example: Target Corporation settled a class action lawsuit in 2008
• Agreed to pay class action damages and legal fees totaling $9.7 million
• Settlement required Target to then make their site fully accessible within 6 months





Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

Everyone can “see” itPerceivable

Everyone can operate itOperable

Everyone can understand itUnderstandable

All devices can use itRobust
http://www.w3.org/WAI/intro/components.php
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https://www.w3.org/WAI/WCAG20/quickref/WCAG 2.0 is the current recommended standard for TAMU. There are 12 guidelines under four principles (high level):62 specific success criteriaLevel A — 26 success criteriaLevel AA — 13 success criteriaLevel AAA — 23 success criteriaPerceivable – can everyone “see” this?Provide captions and other alternatives for multimedia.Provide text alternatives for non-text content.Operable – can everyone operate this?Make all functionality available from a keyboard.Help users navigate and find content.Understandable – can everyone understand this?Make text readable and understandable.Help users avoid and correct mistakes.Robust – can all devices use this?Maximize compatibility with current and future user tools.Write good code.



Scenario: Inaccessible Image



Roles
Leadership
Procurement
Champion
Project Manager
Designer
Communications
Editors/Writers
Developers
Testers
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https://www.w3.org/community/wai-engage/wiki/Accessibility_Responsibility_BreakdownLeadershipProcurementChampionProject ManagementInteraction Design (Designer)Visual Design (Communications/Marketing)Content Contributors (Editors/Writers)Developers (Front end/Back end)Quality Control (QA)



Making Accessible 
Digital Content



Writing for the Web

20% 25%
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Content that is easier to read online increases user retention and reduces eye fatigue.For most people, reading onscreen is tiring for the eyes, and 25% slower than reading from a piece of paper. But there are things that you can do to ease the burden on the reader.Some best practices include:Including only one idea per paragraph Using an inverted pyramid style in which you start with the conclusionBreaking content into bulleted lists when possibleWriting lean text that uses short paragraphs, short sentences, and short wordsDid you know that most readers of online content read only 20% of the words on a page? Content that is easier to read online reduces eye strain (fatigue) and increases conversions.Create scannable pages by using:�highlighted keywords �meaningful sub-headingsbulleted listsone idea per paragraph �inverted pyramid style (start with the conclusion)lean text (short paragraphs, short sentences, short words)For style guides, make sure to include compliant and non-compliant color combinations. You can also provide consistent buttons and forms layout. 



Screen Reader Example: Video
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Image is linked to the video example 






Take a Deeper Look
Can you tell which of these is accessible?
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You can’t always tell from the surface which items on your site are accessible. In this case, both of these form fields look accessible, but a key piece of information is missing for the screen reader user. Neither of these have proper labels on the form field. That means when a screen reader encounters them they only hear “form field empty.” Which makes it impossible to know what this field is requesting. Often search and mailing list sign up are key tasks user do on your site. 



Headings
Leveraged by 
Search Engines
Highlights key 
information
Makes scannable
Used as navigation 
for screen readers 
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Headings ((2.4.6))Headings are used to provide a hierarchical structure to content on a webpage.Do not pick a level for the visible appearance; it should follow the proper sequenceEstablishes hierarchy from level 1 to level 6 (<H1>, <H2>, <H3>, <H4>, <H5>, <H6>)Skipping heading levels is considered bad practice and should be avoided.Heading level 1 should only be used once on a webpage. Headings are used for navigating around a webpage.Consistency of headings across the site provides clear structure. Screen reader users have shortcuts to navigate through Headings to quickly access or understand the pages layout.Benefits:This structure and meaning is leveraged by Search Engines and increase page traffic.Subsequent headings (H1-H6) highlights additional information sections on the page. Makes content visibly scannable as well as adding navigation to the page for a screen reader user.

http://pauljadam.com/bookmarklets/


Color to Convey Meaning
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Don’t use color alone for meaning. In graphs, place the legend directly in the chartIn graphs and maps, display the type of data for each element in a  tooltip so it can be viewed on a mouse over [done with the a:hover tag] so color isn’t the only attributeUse varied icons or varied shapes in addition to color for status icons or to indicate required fieldsWhen users are required to select a color, name the color in text as well as showing the colorTo sum it up: never use color alone to indicate anything!Incidental: inactive user interface componentLogotypes: logo or brand



Describe 
the Image
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How would you describe this image?a. imageb. shoec. Training shoed. red training shoee. Red Nike Air Max Training shoeNote: The correct answer can be influenced by how you are using the image. 



Distinctive Links
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Screen reader users use links as a means to navigate a webpage, which means they are often taken out of context. Unique and distinctive text is really important for screen reader users. 



Text Inside Images



Color Contrast



Be clear
Be predictable
Be consistent
Be understandable

Key Take-aways



Clear





Predictable



Consistent
Maintain consistent identification of components that have 
the same functionality.

Search Find
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3.2.4 Consistent IdentificationComponents that have the same functionality within a set of Web pages are identified consistently.How to achieve:Consistent use of icons and where they link toConsistent referential linksConsistent labels, names, and text alternatives for content that has the same functionalityIncorrect example: Calling a search box “search” on the home page, but then referring to it as “find’ on other pages



Understandable



Widgets and Plug-ins
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Often the widget providers do not include proper coding to make them accessible for assistive technologies. Developers who use these should make sure the code is fully compliant before deploying on your site. In some organizations, web services and tool purchased from vendors must met digital accessibility requirements. Examples could be a survey tool or payment system.  Since these sites or tools offer services under your name, your reputation is associated with the user's experience. You have limited control over updates on vendor site, but you should pursue all channels to get a better product for you and your users. Document your efforts and re-evaluate providers at contract opportunities. Example: Embedded YouTube videos with iframesCalendarsEmbedded videosNews feedsSurveysAdvertisersSocial Media 



Digital Accessibility is a Process 
NOT a Project!



How Do I Ensure my Website is Compliant? 
1. Check your site’s level of accessibility
2. Create a web accessibility strategy that includes all 

stakeholders (eCommerce/Digital, Marketing, HR, etc…)
3. Provide training from digital accessibility consultants to 

all stakeholders
4. Incorporate regular automated & manual testing into day-

to-day processes
5. Ongoing testing to ensure new pages/content is 

accessible



About Siteimprove
Offices in 11 countries
Canadian Office-Toronto
460 Employees
Platform in 11 Languages
94% Customer Retention Rate
6,000 + Customers and growing
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Offices in 11 countriesCanadian Office-Toronto460 EmployeesPlatform in 11 Languages94% Customer Retention Rate6,000 + Customers and growing



Questions?



Contact Us to Learn More!
Jordan Browne, Account Executive
Siteimprove-Toronto
jbr@siteimprove.com
647.797.3644 (direct) 647.999.7345 (cell)

Dawn Watkins, Consultant & Trainer
Siteimprove-Minneapolis
dwat@siteimprove.com
1.612.259.6414 (direct)
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